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Background
From 1979 to 1998, 184 books were published in the children's interactive book series, Choose Your Own Adventure (CYOA) [2] . There was a large gap in publication between 1999 and 2004 while R.A. Montgomery (the series founder and main author) formed the publishing company Chooseco and in 2005 he began reprinting some of the original series and some new books [2] . CYOA books create several paths in which the reader, who is also the protagonist, gets to decide how the story will continue and eventually end.
Recognizing that these interactive books have interesting mathematical structure in the form of a directed graph (digraph), we set out to analyze various properties of a sample of this classic book series. The CYOA series we analyzed is a collection of 40 books that we assume to be a representative sample of the over 190 books that have been published as part of the original or reprinted "classic" series. We chose this set of 40 books as they are sold by the publishers of the series as a collection called the Whole Enchilada. The collection contains books originally published before and after the publishing gap and contains books written by a variety of authors. On both sides of the publication gap there are books written by R. A. Montgomery.
A digraph is a collection of nodes (dots) and arcs (lines with an arrow) that connect any two nodes in a particular order. The nodes of our digraphs represent pages of text in our books. The arcs represent possible reader moves from one page to the next based on the command(s) given on the source node page.
The first step of our research was to convert each book to a digraph that represents all possible stories. We used the app InstaViz [4] to create the graphs of our books. While converting the books to InstaViz we made several assumptions:
• Ovals represent any page of text with a single command, or an outdegree of one.
• Rectangles represent any page of text with multiple commands, or an outdegree of more than one. These are known as decision pages.
• Triangles represent any page with the command 'The End'. If the page also states a command to return to the beginning of the book, the command is ignored and the page is considered a node with an outdegree of zero. These are referred to as endings.
• All nodes (regardless of shape) are given with a number representing its page number and an optional 'p', representing whether the page is adjacent to a full picture page or not.
• Arcs (i.e arrows) represent a command from page to page. Figure 1 shows an example digraph created by InstaViz. The collection of all 40 digraphs can be found at www.alisonmarr.com/cyoa [5] .
While a majority of the digraphs we created are trees, there are some digraphs with cycles. Trees represent books where you never reread a page while digraphs with cycles represent books where the reader returns to a previously read page at some point in their adventure. The indegree of a node (the number of arcs going into that node) will give us information about how many pages lead to that page. The outdegree of a node (the number of arcs leaving that node) will tell us how many possible pages we can turn to from that page. For example, nodes with outdegree one are pages that have only one command at the bottom of the page; the reader has no choice on what page to turn to next. However, nodes with outdegree at least two are pages of text where the reader gets to make a choice as to what page to turn to next. We refer to these nodes as decision pages. Pages with outdegree zero are referred to as endings as the story does not continue after this page.
Assumptions
To convey our mathematical model of the books, we must first make several assumptions. This will help future researchers verify and expand our research. These assumptions help clarify what the properties are and how they were collected. We made many assumptions related to nodes with a p, that is, the nodes which are adjacent to a full-page picture. For all books, we assumed that page 1 appears on the right side of the book. Then, if the page number is even and a 'p' is present in the vertex, then the picture must be on the right. If the page number is odd and a 'p' is present in the vertex, then the picture must be on the left. If a book had a picture with page 1, then we add one to the total number of pages in the text as there is content on page 0. Text pages were considered to be any page with some story text on it. Some text pages include a picture, but full length picture pages with only a command were not considered text pages. In situations where the command is given on a picture page, the command is assumed to be on the page opposite the picture. Pages of text that also contained a picture were not specifically documented. During the graphing process we discovered a special case that had not been explained with our current assumptions. To help clarify the graphing process one more assumption was made. In Book 2, p. 75 says THE END but also has an option to go to page 106 for a different ending. You get to page 75 from page 52 (a decision page where you can go to page 74 or 75), so we drew this as 52 can go to 75, 106, or 74. This happens again on page 77 where the only way to go to page 107 is via a THE END.
Our Method
Our research focuses primarily on creating the digraph representation of each book, structural analyses of those digraphs, and several statistical analyses to identify differences among authors, across publication years, and in reader/buyer preference. While converting the books into digraphs using InstaViz, we found several errors in publication and in the advertised number of endings given on the front covers. Once we figured out what caused the errors, we were able to draw and then analyze the corrected digraph for each of these books. Then, we input those digraphs into Mathematica for analysis purposes. We decided to measure 24 different structural properties that we assumed were qualities that might interest a reader. For information on the errors found, see Section 5.
Data Collection
We collected data on properties we thought might be important to a reader engaged with the interactive nature of the book series. Several properties (given in Table 1 ) dealt with analyzing features of the nodes.
Given in Table 2 is another set of properties we measured related to path structures within our digraph.
We also measured several properties related to page turns. We were interested in not only how many pages you "skipped" but also if you were being asked to turn forwards or backwards in the book. For all of these calculations, we first labeled each of our arcs based on the difference of the labels incident with each arc. Suppose arc (n 1 , n 4 ) goes from the node labeled 1 to the node labeled 4. Then, this arc would receive a label of 4 − 1 = 3. These properties are listed in Table 3 . 
Mathematica
After each digraph was drawn in InstaViz, the graphs were coded into the computer algebra system Mathematica [6] so that the variables described in the previous section could easily be calculated for each digraph. For many variables, there were built-in commands we were able to use to calculate their value. For example, to find the Pages of Text, we used the command "VetexCount". We could find the Number of Endings by using the command "VertexOutDegree" and counting the number of zeros present. We could also find the maximum amount of times we go to the same page by first finding "VertexInDegree" and then using the "Max" command to find the largest value in that list.
Graph theory description Book context Total number of paths Number of stories Length of shortest path
Shortest story length Length of longest path Longest story length Length of path from node labelled 1 to first node of outdegree greater than 1
Pages to decision 1 Average length of path between any Average number of two nodes of outdegree greater than 1 pages between decisions Average length of all paths present Average length of all stories For each node of outdegree zero, count the number of paths that end at that Average times you read node and calculate the average the same ending We wrote code to find all the possible paths in the books along with their lengths. We calculated values related to page turns by storing the differences on the labels between connected nodes and using that list (or a list of their absolute values) to calculate maximums, minimums, or averages. We calculated some properties (such as pages until the first decision) by hand for each of the 40 books. These calculations were done by two different people and double checked for accuracy.
Five Number Summary
Once all the digraphs were analyzed by Mathematica and data was stored, we calculated the five number summary, mean, and standard deviation for each of our variables. This information is presented in Table 4 .
This analysis lead to some interesting findings. First, note that over 50% of the books have no cycles. And at least 75% have only one cycle. This means a majority of our books have a tree structure and that in a majority of books you will only read each ending once. From the data, we also know there is at least one book with no backwards page turns while at the same time there is at least one book with more backwards page turns than forwards page turns. After analyzing the statistics from the five number summary and recognizing that many of these properties are related or dependent upon each other, we narrowed our list of properties to analyze further to just twelve: pages of text, number of pictures, number of endings, number of decision pages, shortest story length, longest story length, pages to decision 1, average length of all stories, average times each ending is read, max pages turned, average page turns either way, and the ratio of backwards to forwards page turns. We considered these twelve properties to be good representatives of what type of structure a given book has.
Statistical Analyses
Once data was collected, we began analyzing the properties of the books using various statistical tests. As previously mentioned, we assumed our collection of 40 books was a representative sample of the over 184 CYOA books. All statistical analyses were done in R and statistical procedures were selected with guidance from [3] .
R.A. Montgomery and Other Authors
Our first analysis was to compare the books written by R.A. Montgomery to those written by other authors. Since R. A. Montgomery was the founder of the series, he has written more books than any of the other authors combined. In our sample, he wrote 27 of the 40 books. We combined all books not written by R. A. Montgomery (13 of them) into one group so that the sample size would be large enough for statistical tests. Before running the tests, we confirmed that each group of data by author was normally distributed using a Shapiro-Wilk test at the α = 0.01 level. All but average times we return to the same ending and the ratio of backwards to forwards page turns met this condition, so we used Welch's t-test for ten of the variables and a Wilcoxon's rank-sum test for the two non-normally distributed variables (see Table 5 ).
We found there to be significant differences (at the α = 0.05 level) between Montgomery's books and the others in three categories: pages of text, shortest story length, and average pages turned in any direction. 
With Respect to Time
We were also interested in what happened to our variables over time. In order to see if there were changes over time, we calculated the Pearson's correlation coefficient for each of our twelve selected variables (see Table 6 ). Looking at these values it seems that in general over time books have fewer endings, fewer decision pages, and fewer stories. However, the story lengths tend to generally be longer in the newer books and there are more pages between decisions. There are also fewer pages per turn and fewer backward page turns. When looking at the scatterplots of these data, the gap in publication year (from 1998-2004) is very evident as seen in Figure 2 . Hence, we also calculated the correlation coefficients using just the 34 books published before 1998 to see if these books published before the gap had similar properties to the whole collection. Generally, the same relationships remained and the correlation coefficients became closer to ±1. Only one variable (pages of text) went from a positive to negative correlation coefficient, but neither coefficient was statistically significant. 
GoodReads and Best Sellers on Amazon
Our final analysis involved both reader and buyer preference. We were interested in seeing if certain structural properties were related to how a book was ranked by readers on GoodReads and if these same properties were related to how well a book sold on Amazon.com. We collected the average ranking for each book as it appeared on GoodReads on May 19, 2017. Year published Ratio of back/for page turns At this time each book in our series had at least one ranking. The current ranking on the best seller list from Amazon.com was as of June 19, 2017. We calculated Kendall's τ correlation coefficient for each of our variables as they relate to the GoodReads rating and the Amazon ranking. We used this non-parametric statistic because both the GoodReads rating and the Amazon ranking are ordinal data and many of our variables have tied ranks. Results in Table 7 show that readers generally tend to prefer more decisions and bigger page turns while buyers tend to prefer books with more endings and more decisions. For the Amazon ranking, the higher the rank, the less it sold. Thus, we conjecture that negative correlation coefficients may correspond to properties buyers prefer. Another interesting note is that in general the higher the GoodReads rating, the lower the Amazon ranking meaning books with higher ratings are generally sold more.
Errors Found
In the process of creating the digraphs and preparing them for analysis, we discovered several misprints in the books. The owners of the CYOA series, Chooseco, were notified of these mistakes and responded that they had also recently discovered these mistakes and that the books have been corrected in their second printing. Many of the errors seem to stem from the way that they had drawn their own graphs that they now include on the backs of some of their books. The most common misprint discovered was a publishing error with the advertised number of endings on the front of the book. Books 2 and 5 both had incorrectly draw graphs on their back covers. In our graphs, it is clearly shown that two different stories go to the same ending in both of these books. However, the publisher showed these two stories going to different endings (even though the last page is the same) which is how they got one more ending than we did in both of these cases.
Our graph and the publisher's graph matched for book 5, so it appears the 39 on the front cover was just a misprint. For books 27 and 29 it is unclear as to why these differences appear as the published did not have a graph drawn on the back cover for these books.
One other misprint that occurred was misprinted page numbers in the commands of two different books. These are reprints of books and hence it is likely these mistakes were made when the books were reprinted for the new series. In Book 15: Beyond Escape the command on page 37 should lead to page 50, not page 51. This misprint was discovered when the total number of pages in the book didn't match the count we got from looking at the graph. Book 21: Struggle Down Under had the most errors of any book we studied. It was clear that many errors were made in the republishing of this book. When we first drew the digraph of the book, it was a disconnected digraph, so we knew something was wrong. Hence, we ordered the original version of the book Terror in Australia to help us determine what went wrong. Matching pages of text from the original to the new version, we were able to correct the graph. The edits made were:
• on page 50, change decision from p. 67 to p. 51,
• on page 68, change command from p. 87 to p. 69,
• on page 69, change command from p. 33 to p. 71, and
• on page 71, change command from p. 123 to p. 87.
A figure of the original disconnected, incorrect digraph and the corrected version are given in Figure 3 .
Conclusion
Creating the graphical representation of these CYOA books allowed us to find mistakes in the printing of the books and conduct statistical analyses to compare book structure by year, author, and reader/buyer preference. One of our initial reasons for collecting this data was to help readers choose a book that best fit their reading preferences. While the work we did in this particular paper did not provide that option, for future work we would like to upload our data set to the online data visualization tool, LineUp [1] . This tool allows readers to select preference in different properties (so maybe a reader prefers more decisions and shorter stories) and the site automatically reorders the books in order of their preferences. 
